
Ballscrew and Backlash Compensation

Ballscrew
The Ballscrew compensation is the simplest and most straightforward of these 
two functions to deal with because we can use the camming function on the PMD 
card.

One axis will be instructed to make the moves and the other axis will use the 
commanded position to drive the cam software.

For s_moves and trap moves circle and b-spline this should work just fine. But it 
means we will need 4 axes to implement two axes of motion.

The user will have to develop the cam table for each axis by running a program 
that uses a reference encoder. He will sample the position on his ballscrew axis 
at precise intervals of the reference encoder (say every 1000 counts) and build a 
table accordingly.

Then, he will use the cam function in his program to place that axis correctly 
according to the cam table.

This should work ok for standard s_moves, trap moves and b_spline.

Backlash
Backlash is a little more complicated.

It will require a backlash compensation variable that will be added to the forward 
motion of the axis and not added to the reverse motion.

For s_move and trap moves, this does not seem to be a major problem but for 
spline or any external profile motion, it will mean preprocessing the user’s data 
points before the spline calculation.

I am going to create a general ECET.h file that the user will add to his program 
that will include this backlash constant that I will call BKL, as parker does. 

Backlash and Ballscrew Compensation together



This will mean camming for the ballscrew compensation and the backlash 
compensation constant combined.

If the user is just executing s_moves and trap moves, then it might be possible to 
use a forward and reverse cam table for each axis of motion to handle both 
backlash and ballscrew compensation. This is a very simple solution, 
unfortunately, it won’t work well with b-spline or external profile moves, so 
as nice as it seems, I decided to come up with a more general set of 
solutions. If you feel that this solution might be more useful than I do, let 
me know and I will expand on it.

I propose one table for each axis that will do ballscrew compensation and 
preprocessing the spline data points with the backlash constant before 
calculating the spline. This should also work for any external profile based 
program.

Note: building the cam tables I describe below requires a motion program 
that will use a reference encoder as well as the ballscrew encoder. It will 
move the stage from one end to the other, sampling the ballscrew encoder 
for position as it moves through the full length of its travel.
This program would have to know the length of travel of the ballscrew axis, 
it would also require a (probably absolute) reference encoder whose count 
length is greater than the length in counts of the ballscrew axis. The 
number of samples required really depends on how much correction the 
ballscrew axis needs but to be safe, the program should sample at very 
short intervals building a table for each axis that could range from 5000 to 
20000 data points. The limitation is really the amount of DPRAM. If the user 
will also be using b-spline, that will also require memory space. This 
program is simple but entirely depends on the user application, so I was 
not planning to write this program as it could be embedded in the GUI- do 
you agree?

Project Outline:

Test ballscrew compensation, standard moves: trap and s_move, b-spline
A) Generate a line 100000 counts long, reference encoder, master encoder
B) Generate a sinusoid, small amplitude, the same length, add the sinusoid to 

the line as f(2*PI*current_position/100000)+current_position, cam table driven 
by reference/master encoder



C) Use pulse and direction output of first axis to drive cam back and forth over 
cam table

Test backlash, standard moves: trap and s_move
D) Add backlash constant to ECET linear interpolation move routines for trap and 

s_move
E) Use trap and s_move to move motor and see that it goes to correct position

Test backlash, b-spline
A) create a table of 100 data points both in positive and negative directions 
B) Write and add a routine that add the backlash constant in the positive direction 

only before the smoothing routine, if a contour style move OR for a circular or 
arc routine, compute table of gross points and add backlash constant to all 
positive moves. Determine reverse moves by subtracting last position from 
current position, if the result is positive, add backlash constant, if 0 or 
negative, do not add. 
This seems as though it would be more complex for circular and arc moves 
because one axis can appear to move while the other does not! Parker says 
nothing about this and it may not turn out to be a problem if the program 
resolution is high enough but I mention it because it may be a problem- have 
you seen this happen?

C) See that output reflects backlash constant. The output will be a list of positions 
generated by the program, not an actual motion program.

Test combination of backlash and ballscrew compensation, standard moves
A) using the ballscrew compensation cam table above, add the backlash 

constant to the positive commanded position.
B) Test moves to see that they go to the expected position

Test combination of backlash and ballscrew compensation, b-spline 
A) for contour moves add backlash constant to forward (positive) data points, do 

not add to data points going in opposite direction
B) For circular moves, calculate gross positions of circle, add backlash constant 

to data points in reverse direction. Determine reverse moves by subtracting 
last position from current position, if the result is positive, add backlash 
constant, if 0 or negative, do not add.
This seems as though it would be more complex for circular and arc moves 
because one axis can appear to move while the other does not! Parker says 
nothing about this and it may not turn out to be a problem if the program 



resolution is high enough but I mention it because it may be a problem- have 
you seen this happen?

C) Test to see if corrected positions are as expected.


